UNIT 2—RENAISSANCE

Elements to be studied between 9/14 and test on 10/14:

☐ Read textbook
  ☐ Chapter 2
    ☐ p63-75
    ☐ p76-89
  ☐ Chapter 3
    ☐ p92-110
    ☐ p110-128
  ☐ Chapter 4
    ☐ p130-142
    ☐ p143-150
    ☐ p150-160

☐ Class notes—9/14-10/12
  ☐ Review after class (day of class)
  ☐ Weekly overview/reformatting notes (weekends)
  ☐ Annotate notes (as needed)
  ☐ Create study sheet (ongoing)
  ☐ Create possible test questions (daily)

☐ Listening assignments—
  ☐ Chapter 2
  ☐ Chapter 3
  ☐ Chapter 4

☐ Study group before exam
☐ Need office hour w/prof?